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Abstract

Purpose: To estimate the influence of a fitball aerobics means on the level of physical and functional fitness of 18-19-year-olds female students.

Material: In the research participated 59 female students of 18-19-year-olds. It was executed testing of physical and functional indicators fitness of students. Female students practiced fitness according to Pilates technique and with the application of a fitball aerobics means.

Results: It was developed the experimental program of a fitball aerobics training considering the specific physiologic features of an organism. It was applied the selection of a fitball aerobics means of aerobic and power blocks of four modules. It was introduced the modular principle of planning the fitball aerobics training for the academic year. The applied complexes a fitball aerobics were directed to increase the level of physical and functional fitness.

Conclusions: application of a fitball aerobics means in the system of physical training of 18-19-year-olds female students promotes the increase in the level of physical and functional fitness.
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Introduction

Nowadays there is essential growth of popularity of different types of fitness in student’s youth in years [1, 2]. The fitball aerobics attracts modern students with the availability, simplicity, a high emotional background expressed by all-improving direction [3, 4].

Many experts in the field of physical training presuppose that practical introduction of aerobics means in the system of physical training promote significant efficiency improvement of this process. Mastering various exercises of a new modern kind of a fitball aerobics allow to strengthen health and to improve physical fitness [5]. The wide arsenal of aerobics kinds allows to apply its means depending on target orientation [6]: cardio programs [7]; aerobics programs [8]; functional training [9, 10, 11] and so on.

There are a lot of works of domestic and foreign researchers devoted to opportunities of application of a fitball aerobics means for improvement of some components of a physical condition of different categories of the population.

It is examined the introduction of a fitball aerobics means for: rehabilitation of women in the postnatal period [8]; developments of the computer program for differentiation of physical loads among women of the first mature age [9]; rehabilitation actions for decrease of back pain [12]; prevention of backbone diseases in female students [13]; improvement of body posture and decrease in risk of back pain in persons who lead an inactive lifestyle [14, 15]; implementation of therapeutic or rehabilitation programs [16].

Biological features of women’s organism determine the need for essential reorganization of improving training process [17]. It is necessary to consider phases of a menstrual cycle in planning training loads [18]. That is the implementation of the individual approach to women’s training process [19]. On the other hand, there is a need for new methods which allow to improve a functional condition of women organism and promote the increase in results of training [20, 21]. Researchers proved the efficiency of development of separate physical qualities by fitball aerobics means [22]. It is studied features of physical training planning of females and women consider their morphofunctional and separate physiologic features [19, 23].

The application of aerobics means promotes: increase in motivation level to training in students [24]; optimization of separate components of physical development [9]; development of aerobic endurance [8]; to the substantial increase in the level of physical fitness [25]; improvement of nervous-muscular conductivity [26]. At the same time, the number of researches in this direction is insufficient. Most of them are limited by the application of fitball aerobics means for rehabilitation (recovery) of mature age persons after the postponed injuries or diseases [27]. Other directions of researches concerning youth participation had an insufficient methodical background and were limited by studying only of separate indicators of a physical condition of an organism.

Thus it wasn’t conducted the complete, complex research of effective application of a fitball aerobics means in the system of physical training in students of higher educational institutions.
Hypothesis. It is presupposed that introduction of a fitball aerobics means in the system of physical training among female students of 18-19-year-olds promotes optimization of physical and functional fitness.

The purpose of the research is to estimate the influence of a fitball aerobics means on the level of physical and functional fitness of 18-19-year-olds female students.

Material and methods.
Participants. In the research participated 59 female students of 18-19-year-olds of non-sporting specialty. Selection in experimental (EG, n=29) and control groups (CG, n=30) was provided with the method of a casual sample.

Design of a research. Testing of physical and functional fitness indicators was executed at the beginning (the first stage of an experiment) and in the end (the second stage of an experiment) of the academic year.

Results of the first stage of the experiment were applied for the development of the experimental program of fitball aerobics training. Students of CG and EG had additional extra training (2 times for a week). Female students practiced fitness according to Pilates technique [28] and with the application of a fitball aerobics means respectively.

It was offered to determine for students of experimental group 132 hours for a fitball aerobics training in the 3rd and 4th semesters of the academic year. It is 64 hours (32 training) during each semester. The training was carried out 2 times a week (60–70 min). In the course of each training, the female students carried out dancing and power exercises. The activity of female students at fitball aerobics training was organized by frontal method (all students executed exercises simultaneously).

Physical loads were differentiated by the teacher. Depending on the level of physical fitness, the female students were divided into groups and were ranked: in the first group – female students with low and below the average fitness level, in the second group – with average and above the average level.

The exercises were selected for the purpose of influence: on the functional systems of an organism, figure correction, reduce fatigue and nervous tension; emotional influence on the organism. The program contained 4 modules in which loads were distributed according to the didactic principles of physical training process creation. Loads on training increased gradually, considering the level of a physical condition.

In the aerobic block were applied basic steps of improving aerobics and their combination with the simple motions with a fitball. Steps were executed at slow speed (one step in 2-time signature) 4 repetitions. After that were executed 8-16 repetitions of each step in every time signature. It was applied the intermediate march for preparation to execution of the following step.

At the one training were executed 4-8 steps depending on coordination complexity of these steps. After two months of training, steps were executed 4-8 repetitions of each step consistently without intermediate march. It was executed different kinds of basic steps (a march forward back and forth, sidestep back and forth, right-left, open step back and forth, right-left etc.).

In the power block of the first module exercise executed as one series of 10-16 repetitions (slow speed). Special attention was paid to the method of exercises’ execution and the regular breathing (during exercise execution – deep inhale, during rest – a deep exhale).

The breath holding is prohibited. Heart rate during power exercises execution is 120-130 bpm. Loads for females with different level of a physical condition is regulated by motion amplitude and preparatory position.

In the second module was observed a gradual increase in aerobic and power load. In the aerobic block were applied motions of medium-shock load (Hi-lo). They are characterized by the existence of jumps which are executed at slow speed. Basic steps were executed in different directions 4-8 repetitions consistently: the intermediate march wasn’t executed.

In the power block exercises were executed 2 series of 10-16 repetitions in each series. The exercises are executed on average speed. At the end of each series is added fixing of position during 10-15 s.

Selection of aerobic block exercises (the third module) was characterized by a higher coordination complexity. It was trained full-fledged combinations of basic steps with a fitball motion by linear progression method (one step trains, then the following step and then they are connected to each other. Further the third step trains – connected to each other. 1+2+3 step and so forth). Combinations trains from the right and from the left leg through an intermediate march. It was used motions with high-shock load (Hi): both legs get off a floor (that is the presence of flight phase: jumps and run with the maximum amplitude were used). Hands executed motions from a fitball up.

In the power block exercises executed 3 series of 10-16 repetitions in each series. Exercises were executed consistently one by one. Time for the change of preparatory position – is pauses of active rest.

In the fourth module (the aerobic block) was train a combination from the right and left leg by the linear progression method: the intermediate march has used the minimum. It was used motions with highly shock load (Hi). The rate of music in the aerobic block is 140-142 bpm.

In the power block of exercises were executed 3 series 16-8-4 repetitions in each series at different speed (16 repetitions of exercise were executed in each time signature; 8 repetitions – 2 times signature of tension, 2 times signature of rest; 4 repetitions – 3 times signature of
tension, 1 time signature of rest). At the end of each series was fixing of position during 10-15 s.

We didn’t use motions which are forbidden in improving aerobics and which provide the “wrong” load of the locomotor system and organism. Selection of tests was carried out considering the program of physical training for students of higher educational institutions [29, 30].

During the research all participants have executed the following tests [31, 32]:
- The dexterity development level was estimated by results of 4x9 m shuttle run, sec; high-speed abilities were estimated by results of 30 m run from the high start, s;
- high-speed and power abilities were estimated by results of a long jump from the spot, cm; the level of static force development was estimated by dynamometer test of the right and left hands, kg;
- dynamic force – by the number of push-ups in lying positions, the number of times;
- coordination abilities – by the time of keeping balance in Romberg’s test, s;
- level of flexibility development – a body bends, standing on a gymnastic bench, cm;
- was estimated force of back’s and press muscles, times.

Also were defined:
- level of the general physical working capacity (aPWC170, kgm·min⁻¹) – an integrated indicator of a physical and functional condition of an organism;
- index of physical working capacity (IC, c.u.) – the load complex for estimation of heart reaction to physical activity;
- heart index (HI, l·min⁻¹·m⁻²) – an indicator of heart function which represents the relation minute volume of heart to total body area;
- Robinson index (IR, c.u.) – estimates a systolic work of heart;
- hypoxia index (IH, c.u.) – characterizes the degree of organism resistance to oxygen deficiency;
- Skibinsky index (IS, c.u.) – characterizes potential opportunities of external breathing system, its resistance to hypoxia, level of coherence functioning with the blood circulatory system;
- level of a functional state of cardiovascular (LFScs, points) and respiratory (LFSrs, points) systems of an organism – integrated indicators of the general functional condition of an organism;
- level of physical health (LPH, points) – an integrated indicator of physical health; body type – an indicator of a correlation between fat and muscular components.

Statistical analysis. All obtained data were processed by means of Microsoft Excel with the calculation of the following indicators: arithmetic mean (X); an error of the mean (S); t – the criterion of the significance of normal distribution. The standard units of measure of the International System of Units SI (SI) were applied in research.

Results
It was carried out primary comparative analysis of indicators which characterize the level of physical and functional fitness in females of both groups. It was determined the relative uniformity of control and the experimental group at the beginning of the forming experiment (tab. 1).

The females of control and experimental groups had the low value of 30 m run test; below the average value of indicators: PWC170, Rufie index, 4x9 m shuttle run, body bends; the average level of Romberg’s test.

The females of both groups had a low level of static force value; below an average – in indicators of explosive strength and force of back muscles. All females had the average level of dynamic force and force of press muscles.

Indicators of the blood circulatory system corresponded to the physiologic age norm (tab. 2). The value of Robinson index was registered at the average level. The analysis of initial values of indicators of external breathing system demonstrated the following (tab. 2): at the beginning of

Table 1. Indicators of physical fitness in females of experimental (EG) and control (CG) groups before the forming experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>EG</th>
<th>CG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PWC170 kgm·min⁻¹</td>
<td>546.23±13.08</td>
<td>540.22±13.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working capacity index, c.u.</td>
<td>8.97±0.53</td>
<td>9.86±0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right hand dynamometry, kg</td>
<td>18.05±0.89</td>
<td>19.02±0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left hand dynamometry, kg</td>
<td>16.28±1.05</td>
<td>17.09±0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standing high jump, cm</td>
<td>32.32±0.8</td>
<td>34.13±0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standing long jump, cm</td>
<td>163.13±3.51</td>
<td>165.47±2.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Push-ups, times</td>
<td>19.5±1.7</td>
<td>20.35±1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4x9 m shuttle run, s</td>
<td>11.76±0.2</td>
<td>12.02±0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 m run, s</td>
<td>6.14±0.07</td>
<td>6.10±0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romberg’s test, s</td>
<td>23.34±4.65</td>
<td>24.05±1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bends, cm</td>
<td>15.18±1.26</td>
<td>17.32±0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdominal strength, times</td>
<td>38.39±1.38</td>
<td>39.51±1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back muscular strength, times</td>
<td>24.15±1.54</td>
<td>24.89±1.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: the significant difference is absent.
the research females of both groups had indicators value below the physiologic norm; the value of hypoxia index corresponded the average level.

At the beginning of the research, the main part of females of both groups had the average level of a functional condition of the cardiovascular system. Also, female students had the level below an average of functional condition of external breathing system and physical health level.

There weren’t female students with high and above an average level of physical health in both groups at the beginning of the forming experiment. At the beginning of the forming experiment, all females had a very good type of body type. There weren’t female students with the low type of a body type in general.

The uniformity of the obtained data was a basis for objective assessment of the efficiency of our developed technique. The analysis of the efficiency of applied the fitball aerobics means was carried out on the basis of studied features of indicators’ dynamics of physical and functional fitness. Results of the comparative analysis at the end of a research were especially convincing. It was determined significantly higher gain rates of practically all indicators in the experimental group in comparison with control group (fig. 1). Rates of a gain level of physical working capacity in the experimental group were one third higher than in control group of females. Rates of a gain level of flexibility were on a quarter higher. Rates of a gain level of coordination abilities, the force of muscles of abdominal strength and back muscles, were 1,2-1,5 times higher.

It was determined significantly more favorable values of relative changes of indicators of functional fitness in females of the experimental group (fig. 2). The

Table 2. Indicators of functional fitness at girls of experimental (EG) and control (KG) of groups to the forming experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>EG</th>
<th>CG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heart index l·min⁻¹·m²</td>
<td>2,84±0,07</td>
<td>3,01±0,06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson index, c.u.</td>
<td>86,71±2,43</td>
<td>87,48±1,46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypoxia index, c.u.</td>
<td>0,37±0,03</td>
<td>0,39±0,02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skibinsky index, c.u.</td>
<td>805,56±70,2</td>
<td>882,84±57,86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFScs, points</td>
<td>67,72±1,43</td>
<td>65,16±1,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFSrs, points</td>
<td>44,72±3,3</td>
<td>45,42±3,47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LPH, points</td>
<td>39,62±2,45</td>
<td>38,65±1,63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body type, points</td>
<td>15,37±0,48</td>
<td>15,72±0,4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: the significant difference is absent.

Fig. 1. The gain of physical fitness indicators in females at the end of the research, % Note: 1 – PWC₁₇₀; 2 – working capacity index; 3 – right hand dynamometry; 4 – left hand dynamometry; 5 – standing high jump; 6 – standing long jump; 7 – push-ups; 8 – 4x9 m shuttle run; 9 – 30 m run; 10 – Romberg’s test; 11 – bends; 12 – abdominal strength; 13 – back muscular strength; * P<0,05, ** P<0,01, *** P<0,001 in comparison with indicators of females from CG at the end of the research.
received results demonstrated that representatives of the experimental group had higher rates of Robinson index decrease and heart index. It was also determined the higher rates of increase in hypoxia indexes and Skibinsky index. The results were higher rates of improvement of a functional condition of the blood circulatory systems, external breathing, level of physical health.

It is rather indicative all these changes are demonstrated in the analysis of the intragroup distribution of females (fig. 3). It was increased the number of females of EG with the average levels of physical working capacity and flexibility (in 1,5 times). It was increased the number of females with high levels of explosive and dynamic strength (in 1,2-1,5 times). It was increased the number of females with the high level of coordination abilities (by 1,2 times). It was increased the percent of females with the level above an average functional condition of the cardiovascular system and the system of external breath has increased (almost in 1,2 times). It was increased the number of females with the average level of physical health.

![Fig. 2. The gain of indicators of functional fitness in females at the end of the research, %: Note: 1 – heart index; 2 – Robinson index; 3 – hypoxia index, c.u.; 4 – Skibinsky index, c.u.; 5 – LFScs; 6 – LFSrs; 7 – LPH; 8 – body type evaluation; * P<0,05, ** P<0,01, *** P<0,001 001 in comparison with indicators of females from CG at the end of the research.](image)

![Fig. 3. Intragroup distribution of females of experimental (EG) and control (CG) groups by integrated indicators of physical and functional fitness at the end of the research, %: Note: IC – index of physical capacity; LFH – the level of physical health; LFScs – the level of functional state of the cardiovascular system; LFSrs – the level of functional state of the respiratory system; CG – control group; EG – experimental group.](image)
health in 1.2 times. It was increased in a third the number of females with a different type of a body type (fig. 4). All determined positive changes were observed due to the transition of females with the lowest functional classes in higher. Practically all indicators of the females of experimental group corresponded to the higher functional classes than females of the control group.

More detailed analysis of the submitted data allowed to confirm that the most essential were positive changes in females of the experimental group in flexibility, coordination abilities, dynamic force, abdominal strength and back muscles, general physical working capacity, functional condition of the blood circulatory systems, external breathing, level of physical health.

Discussion

According to the obtained results appeared the need for physical training system optimization of female students of non-sporting specialties. It is connected with the insufficient efficiency of the traditional fitness program.

It coincides with data of other authors [4, 7, 9]. Researchers confirmed low level of physical health of modern female students and stated a discoordination in a functional condition of the blood circulatory systems and external breathing in females of this age. It is also confirmed with our researches which testified the low level of physical and functional fitness of female students.

We developed the experimental program of fitball aerobics training considering specific physiologic features of an organism. The program considers the recommendations of other researchers [19, 22, 23]. The optimum improving effect is observed only in the application of physical exercises which: rationally balanced on orientation, intensity and volume; correspond individual opportunities of the female organisms. For this purpose, we offered technique of training structure with the distribution of physical activities of different orientation in a microcycle. The structure of a microcycle of fitball aerobics training for 2 weeks included 4 training.

In researches of a number of authors [4, 8, 20] is defined that application of aerobics means promotes optimization only of separate components of a physical condition. Our research expanded data about the influence of a fitball aerobics means on an organism of 18-19-year-olds females. The efficiency of our developed program was estimated by complete, complex monitoring of physical fitness indicators and functional fitness of leading physiologic systems of an organism. It is created a basis of scientific justification of a fitball aerobics means introduction in the physical training system of female students of this age contingent.

Our results allow to claim that introduction of a fitball aerobics means in the system of physical training of 18-19-year-olds female students promotes the significant improvement of all components of physical and functional fitness of their organism. We have realized an integrated approach to the assessment of changes in the current physical and functional state of female students. It was conducted the comprehensive examination of females with simultaneous determination of parameters of physical fitness, the functional fitness of cardiorespiratory system, physical health and body type. Experimental data were obtained on the basis of the parallel application of modern methodical approaches. It allowed to determine the level of physical fitness, a functional condition of the cardiorespiratory system, physical health and body type. We confirmed results of other researches concerning the importance of the application of different types of physical exercises in the increase in the general physical condition of student’s youth.

The added data relatively: physiologic changes in an organism of 18-19 year olds females as a result of systematic physical activities [21]; possibilities of application of modern kinds of aerobics in the system of physical training of students of non-sporting specialties [13]; need of introduction in educational process of such types of physical exercises which are equitable in the greatest measure to interests and motives of students and enjoys popularity [8]. It is expanded scientific data concerning change dynamics of physical condition level of students of 18-19-year-olds in the course of their physical training in a higher educational institution.

Conclusions

Results of the research allowed to confirm the high efficiency of the developed program of physical training of 18-19-year-olds female students with the application of a fitball aerobics means. Application of the program promoted the significant improvement of physical
fitness, physical working capacity, physical health, a functional condition of the leading physiologic systems (cardiovascular and respiratory) and to improvement body type.

It is determined that before the end of the forming experiment females of the experimental group of 18-19-year-olds had significantly ($p<0.05; p<0.01; p<0.001$) higher values of practically all parameters of physical and functional fitness level.

We consider prospects of the subsequent researches studying of opportunities of application of a fitball aerobics means in the course of physical training of senior courses students.
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